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	TANK vs. (ANTI-)TANK COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - See Game-turn Sequence at botttom.	Anti-Tank:
Die Roll	A13		Matilda	Crusader I	Stuart		Valentine	Grant		Sherman	Crusader III	2pdr	50/6pd	88mm AT
A	B	Attkr	Defdr	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Def	Def	Att	Def

1	6	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AttD	AttD	AlD	AlE
2	5	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxE	AlD	AxE	AlE		AttD  		AlD
3	4	AlD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AlD	AlD	AlD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD				
4	3	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxD 	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD
5	2	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxE	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE		
6	1	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE				

	AxE = German pz rgt or Italian armored division eliminated.  AxD = …. Disrupted.  AlE = Allied armored/tank brigade eliminated.  AttD = Attacker Disrupted.

		Anti-tank guns shoot first at one attacking armor-type unit, and get a favorable shift of 1 on the die if there is no support unit - a German panzer division base unit or British armoured support group - attacking or defending with the armor-type unit from/in the same hex.  (Italian armor divisions with their inferior tanks are considered to have no support units against anti-tank and then attack British armour/tanks with a die roll shift of 1 against them as well.)  British 2pdr antitank is in Armoured Support units until Apr42, when it upgrades to 6pdr, and all other Allied infantry-type units then get 2pdr anti-tank capability.  Starting Oct42, all Allied infantry-type units get 6pr anti-tank capability.  German units always have their respective anti-tank capabilities, as marked.  Each attacking armor unit gets to battle one defending armor unit.  Shift die roll 1 against defending Disrupted units. 


				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - See Game-turn Sequence at bottom.
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	8:1	9:1	8th Army Arty Sat Bmbdmt Option

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	DE
2	5	AE	AD	X	D1	D1	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz		D

4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	D
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	-
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	X	D	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	-
		Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Odds greater than 9:1 are rounded down to that.
			Die roll shift of 1 against 8th Army Artillery saturation bombardment option, if against infantry-type units in fortification.
			Only a best possible bombardment die roll destroys the fortification after other units on it have been bombarded.




Combat Results Definitions:
·	Bltz = Allied Defenders ELIMINATED and if all the defenders are suffering the Bltz result, Blitzkrieg!  After any Tactical Advances, German units can attack one more time - joining in another initial attack, if wished.  For the Allies, this is just read as a DE.
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED, and attackers may tactically advance as for a D2 result.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED.  Defender may continue to retreat up to 3-(Dn) hexes.  (EX:  So on a D1, up to 1 more.)  A D2 by armor equal to and against non-mobile infantry in (or along) clear terrain (not on friendly or unfriendly fortification or up or down an escarpment even with a road) is an Armor Overrun and eliminates it.
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED. Some or all Defenders MAY be voluntarily withdrawn a maximum of 3 hexes, if Defender chooses.  Attacker may then be able to Tactically Advance accordingly.
·	X = Exchange.  Defending units whose terrain/fortification-modified defense factors are at least equaled by attacking units' factors are Eliminated along with those attacking units.  Surviving attackers may advance as for D1 result, if the hex is vacated, but are Disrupted.  Defending units surviving an actual exchange suffer a D result instead.  Exchange must be as large as possible within that restriction.  Exchange is not mandatory for attacking Germans or Italians, who may instead opt for an "AD" result and any attacker must do so if they lack attacking factors necessary to exchange away even just the first defending unit eligible to be exchanged.  A German pzdiv can expend one of its subunits for the difference in attack factors.  Italian units may not be used for attack exchanges.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted - with a Newly Disrupted marker placed upon them and are faced toward the enemy.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to factor-modified defense factors) ELIMINATED

General Rule:  A unit does not have to attack an enemy unit simply because it moves adjacent to it.  However, in a given phase all UnDisrupted German units adjacent to any attacking Allied units which are attacking another German unit adjacent to both must also be attacked – unless the Allied unit is attacking out of a box.  Attacks may be cancelled, unless they are required by previous attacks.  All combats for a hex - antitank, tank vs. tank, and general combat - are completed for an attack before moving to another.
Combat Factors:  For the final, combined arms battle, all units have a combat factor of 2 for attack and for defense, unless otherwise noted by large, underlined numbers - in the case of two factors, the first being attack and the second defense..
Unit Types:  "Pure" panzer/armor units are the 5. and 8. Panzer Regiments, the Italian Ariete and Littorio armored divisions, and any of the 9 British tank and armoured brigades.  Special units are Recce Gruppe and 8th Army artillery.  All other units are considered to be infantry-type, mobile or (usually) not.

Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player and may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.   Additionally, the die roll against any Disrupted units in a stack is shifted 1 to the attacker's advantage.  Disrupted units still receive any defensive terrain bonuses; however, a fortified/boxed infantry-type unit army loses its Entrenchment if it is already Disrupted.  A previously Disrupted "pure" armor unit forced to retreat at all - even by just a D1 - is eliminated ... which may precipitate a No Retreat! order to other, UnDisrupted units with it ... although a combined German panzer division's non-armor subunit can be retreatted while the "pure" panzer regiment is lost.  Already Disrupted units suffering just another Disruption just remain so. 

Recovery from Disruption:  German units are recovered from Disruption at the end of the Axis player's turn or a Newly Disrupted marker is removed from them, but they remain Disrupted.  All other units are recovered at the start of the opponent's Operational Movement and Combat phase, unless they are being re-attacked.  In that case, if there is a non-Disrupting combat result, the defending units are recovered from Disruption after the attack like the un-attacked units were.


Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, or for any of his UnDisrupted units to which the Defender gives "No Retreat!" orders (to save a Disrupted "pure" armor unit, for example), D1->D, D2 ->DE, and for the Germans DE ->Bltz - for all defending units, even those that were Disrupted. The Attacker must ask the Defender if he chooses “No Retreat!” before any battle is resolved.  If he forgets, a D1 is counted as a D with no risk to the defending unit.  If No Retreat! is invoked, all units in a stack are considered UnDisrupted (only for the moment of attack, though).
Pressed Attack!:  An attacker may declare a Pressed Attack! before the defender might declare his No Retreat! option.  If so, the combat result is read one column higher for the best 3 numbers rolled on the die or is read 1 column lower for German attacks and 2 columns lower for Italian(-involved) and Allied attacks for the worst 3 numbers rolled on the die.  This may not be used with the normal Combat Results Table if the worst odds would be below 1:5, though, of course.

Tactical Retreats must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat (but not through movement-blocking enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units or fortresses) and no closer to the enemy units which attacked. If possible, they must also be away from the attackers' hexes, although if not possible that doesn't eliminate them.  Defending units may not retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked, even if the hex which would be moved into is occupied by a friendly unit, unless retreating into/behind a friendly fortification hex or line into which no enemy ZOC can be exerted.  Defending units may not retreat into or through a friendly-occupied hex under an as yet unresolved attack.
Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
On a Bltz, DE, or D2 combat result, armored units may tactically advance up to 2 MFs, in any direction as long as they advance through the vacated hex.  Other units may advance only 1 hex, respecting terrain and ZOC restrictions.  All units may only advance 1 hex on a D1 result, unless the defender retreats farther.  Enemy Zones of Control do not stop tanks/panzers moving into/through the vacated hex. 
  As long as the vacated hex is entered by attacking units at least equal to the defenders' modified strength, otther units may also tactically advance (only) 1 hex into an empty hex adjacent to the defended one, unless prevented by normal ZOC restrictions.

"Zones of Control (ZOCs)” - Large units' influence on adjacent hexes.  (See also Supply.)
  An operationally moving unit is required to stop when it enters a hex adjacent to an enemy division (XX or XX-) or corps (XXX) - Disrupted or not.  The German Recce Gruppe also has that movement-stopping ability, unless it is Disrupted.  Any 2 lower-level/sub-divisional units have a movement-blocking ZOC, as long as both are UnDisrupted.  A single UnDisrupted enemy "pure armor" regiment (III) or brigade (X) alone still has a movement-blocking ZOC until an attack is allocated against it.  A unit may not make a 1 hex movement directly from one Enemy ZOC to another EZOC of the same enemy unit/hex exerting a movement-stopping ZOC or of any enemy infantry-type unit in a field fortification.  It may make a 1 hex move out of one enemy unit's ZOC into an entirely different unit's ZOC, unless both those enemy units are fortified.  A unit may make a special 1-hex move regardless of enemy ZOCs, if moving onto a hex already occupied by a friendly unit, even if that hex was just occupied by the friendly unit during the same movement phase.)

Strategic Movment - Units moved strategically arrive Disrupted at their destination: 
·	By Rail:    UnDisrupted Allied units may freely move by rail up to the railhead and then immediately move and attack as if that was their starting position, unless rail movement is blocked by an EZOC not occupied by a friendly unit.
·	By Sea:  1 unit may move by sea from any coastal hex to a friendly-controlled port .  If the Mediterranean Sea is under friendly control, there is only a 1/6 chance of a unit being sunk - if under enemy control, a 3/6s chance.  (The player controlling Tobruk controls the Med.)
·	Bugout! "The Gazala Gallop" "The Matruh Stakes":  A player may choose to abandon the battlefield and conduct a strategic retreat with any or all his units - even those that are Disrupted.  They must move back at least 16 hexes or as farther as the owning player wishes, and they may even move into/through otherwise movement-blocking enemy Zones of Control, although risking a 17% chance of elimination for every such hex entered.  However, at the completion of their movement, Newly Disrupted markers are placed upon them.


Reinforcements, Allied Force Levels, Replacements, and Alamein:  Starting forces, introduction of additional Axis units, Allied force level limits, and introduction of new Allied tank types are on the Turn Track.  Australian, New Zealand, South African, Polish, Greek, and French units are irreplaceable.  Unless the Allied Alamein Force Level has been activated by the Axis player moving one of his units within 5 hexes of el Alamein (for the rest of the game) there may be no more than 1 British division.  Each side gets 1 reinforcement or 1 replacement unit of any type or size of the owning player's choice - limited by British tank type availability - per player-turn, except this stops for the Axis II Oct 42.  Reinforcements and replacements enter on the Coastal Road hex on the owning player's (extreme) edge of the board.  If the Axis player does get within 5 hexes of el Alamein, he additionally gets Littorio, Pistoia, Folgore, and 164 divisions plus Ramcke brigade.

"Stacking" Limits - 3 units plus markers per hex maximum, with following exceptions:
  Only 1 corps (XXX) may be in a hex.  There may be no more than 2 division (XX) level or higher units in a hex.  There may be only 2 "pure" panzer/ armor units per hex.  Fort/box markers and 8th Army artillery do not count against stacking.  If retreating units violate the stacking limit of hexes occupied by other friendly units, all the units are Disrupted.  Thus, UnDisrupted defending units in a hex may instead be given "No Retreat!" orders by their owning player to avoid that.  If a combined panzer unit must be broken down because its panzer regiment was Disrupted, the units may violate stacking until the Axis player can move any necessary.

Special Units - Panzer division subunits may be combined or broken down at any time:
·	Recce Gp, 7th Arm Spt, and 3 Ind Mot Bd (“*”):  When defending, a DE result is read as a D2 result instead.
·	8th Army Artillery:  is Disrupted at the completion of ANY movement and is destroyed by D1-D2 combat results as well as by DE and Bltz.  It always defends with a factor of 2.  Instead of attacking with its 6 factors, it may instead "saturation bombard," attacking each unit on a hex and then any fortification there, using the results at the end of the standard combat table.

Operational Movement - opposing units may never occupy the same hex or move through an enemy unit:
·	Unless there is a Movement Factor printed on it, any German mobile unit (having a vehicle icon on it) has an Operational Movement Factor of 4 and any other unit 3 - unless otherwise noted with the small movement factor at the bottom rear of the piece.
·	Additionally, there is an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 4 movement factors - with restrictions.  A unit does not get the OMB if: 1. It is going to attack or 2. It enters or vacates a ZOC of an UnDisrupted division or corps level unit not already or still occupied by a friendly unit or fortification.
·	Coastal Road Movement:  3 times as fast as its normal Operational Movement (plus OMB, if eligible), but not in an Enemy Zone of Control.
·	German Breakthrough:  The German player may move and attack with some units and then after those battles have been resolved move and attack with any of his units which have not yet moved.  Breakthrough units' basic OMF is reduced by 2, but they still get an OMB, if eligible.

Supply: 
·	For the Germans, a supply line of hexes - as close as to a friendly as to an enemy unit or closer (to the friendly unit) - to the Coastal Road leading back to the western mapboard edge or to an oasis/town or chain of them no farther than 7 hexes from the Coastal Road or another oasis/town similarly in supply.  For the Allies, it is back to the Coastal Road hex in the east.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 odds column, and attacks on unsupplied units are raised one combat odds column. The supply status for combat is determined at the moment of attack/defense.
·	Already Disrupted unsupplied units are eliminated and UnDisrupted units are then Disrupted by being out of supply during Supply Status Determination.









Fortresses, Fortifications, and Terrain Effects: 
·	Axis Fort markers/Allied Box markers:  Each side may construct one such fortification per turn (unless there is any combat in the current or previous/opponent's player-turn) anywhere closer to a friendly unit than to an enemy unit.  An infantry-type friendly unit (including Allied armoured division support groups and the 2-factor base panzer division units) is then doubled on the hex up to a maximum of 2 factors maximum for the fortification.  The fort/box is destroyed if an UnDisrupted infantry-type enemy unit occupies it during the owning player's Supply Determination Phase.  The owning player may remove a friendly fortification from the board any time he wishes - to build elsewhere, for example.  An enemy fortification is treated as an Enemy Zone of Control, and supply cannot be traced through it, unless it is occupied by a friendly unit.
·	Fortress Towns - Tobruk and Bardia:  Triple and double (respectively) the defense factor of any infantry-type units in them.  Any one (bottom) unit in the center hex of Tobruk's perimeter defends the entire perimeter.  Additionally, Allied units within the perimeter are face-down, until they are being attacked or unless they are Disrupted, and there can be 1 hidden Allied dummy unit within the perimeter to confuse the Axis.
·	Benghazi and Derna:  Add 1 defense factor to any 1 infantry-type unit in them.
·	Towns/Oases do not affect movement or combat but are important for supply.
·	Light Brown/Passable Escarpments:  Attacks down from them are reduced 1 combat odds column, unless more than half of the attacking factors are on the same side of the escarpment as the defenders.  Attacks up them are penalized the same, with each defending infantry-type unit on top getting +1 combat factor for defense.  The Zones of Control of units at the bottom do not extend up, while the ZOCs of those on top extend down as normally.  Unless going up/down an escarpment in a pass, it costs a mobile unit a total of 3 movement factors to do so and an infantry-type unit a total of 2.
·	(Dark Brown) Impassable Escarpments and Mountains:  Units may not attack up or down them - or move up or down them except on a road - at all.  Zones of Control are affected like for passable escarpments.
·	Hills/Ridges:  Add 1 factor to any infantry-type unit defending on it.
·	Mountains - the full hex brown shading:  Infantry/rifle unit factors are doubled on defense.  Panzer/tank and motorized korps must expend 2 OMFs per hex, unless moving along a road - divisions and brigades only 1.
·	“Edge of the World”:  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard or into the sea are eliminated.














GAME-TURN SEQUENCE - Note the asymmetric sequences:
	A. Axis Player-Turn Operations:
		1. Reinforcements, Replacements, and Fortification/Fort Construction.
		2. Axis Attacks before Operational Movement with immediate Blitzkrieg attacks on a Bltz combat result.  
			a. Shots by any anti-tank capable units at each "pure" armor unit attacking it - using Tank vs. (Anti-)Tank Combat Results Table.
			b. ("Pure") tank vs. tank combat, using that Table.
			c. Shots by any attacking anti-tank capable units at each "pure" defending armor unit, using that table.
			d. All still-UnDisrupted attacking units attack - using the normal Combat Results Table - unless (for Axis) the attacks are cancelled.
			e. "Newly Disrupted" markers placed on defending Allied units Disrupted in this phase.
		3. Operational Movement of as yet unused Axis units and Attack Allocations
		4. Recovery from Disruption of all Allied units in supply not being attacked and not having Newly Disrupted markers on them.
	5. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat - and immediate Blitzkrieg attacks on a Bltz 
		combat result.
.  		(5.Z:  If attacked Allied Disrupted are not re-Disrupted by a combat result, they are now Recovered from Disruption.)
			"Newly Disrupted" units remain Disrupted but have that status marker removed from them.
		6. Axis Operational Breakthrough:  Steps 3. (-1 OMF and OMB=3), and 5. (but not 4.) are repeated for German units which have not
			yet moved or attacked.  Other, Disrupted Allied units stay Disrupted.
		7. Allied Victory Determination
		8. Supply Status Determination Phase for Axis units
		9. Recovery from Disruption of all German units in supply not having Newly Disrupted markers on them.
			Then Newly Disrupted markers are removed from all Axis units, but their Disrupted units remain so.
	B. Allied Player-Turn Operations:
		1. Reinforcements, Replacements, Allied Fortification/Box Construction.  Allied Rail Movement.
		2. Allied Attacks before Operational Movement - Same sequence as for Axis.
		3. Operational Movement of as yet unused Allied units and Attack Allocations
		4. Recovery from Disruption of any Italian units not "Newly Disrupted" and not being attacked, if they are in supply.
	5. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat.
.  		(5.Z:  If attacked Italian units Disrupted in the previous game-turn are not re-Disrupted by a combat result, they are now Recovered
		 from Disruption.)  "Newly Disrupted" Axis units remain Disrupted but have that status marker removed from them.
		6. Allied  Operational Breakthrough:  Steps 3. (-1 OMF and OMB=3), and 5. (but not 4. and 5.Z) are repeated for Allied units which have
			 not yet moved or attacked.  Other, Disrupted Axis units stay Disrupted.
		7. Supply Status Determination Phase for Allied units		
		8. German Victory Determination





Subgame Senarios:

	El Agheila - 3 battles:
	II Mar 41 - II Apr 41:  Allies:  3 Arm Bd, 1 Arm Spt, 1 box anywhere east of el Agheila.  Axis:  5 PzRgt, 15 Mot Bd, Recce Gp, Ariete Div, XXI Corps, entering on western mapboard edge.  British must hold Agedabia to win.
	I Dec 41 - II Jan 43:  Allies:  2 Arm Bd (Crusader Is), 1 Arm Spt, Guards Bd, 1 box anywhere east of el Agheila.  Axis:  15. and 21. PzDivs (XX+), 90. Lt Div., Recce Gruppe, Ariete Arm Div, Trieste Mot Div, XXI Italian Infantry Corps.  Axis set up on and east of el Agheila along Coastal Road.  To Win, Allies must prevent Axis from taking Agedabia.  No forts.
	I Dec 42 - II Jan 43:  Allies:  51 and NZ Divs, 4th Lt and 22 (Crusader IIIs) Arm Bds, and 1 Arm Spt entering board at Agedabia or eastern mapboard edge, with 8 Arm Bd entering II Dec 42.  Axis:  15. and 21. PzDivs (both XX-) and 90. Lt Div.  To win, Axis must hold el Agheila until their last player-turn and be able to evacuate - bugout - all their units off the NW hex.

	Operation Crusader - Begins with Allied player-turn of first/II Nov 41 game-turn and then 3 more full game-turns after that.  Crusader Is and 2pdr anti-tank for 7 Spt and Guards Bd, none for Allied divisions.  Tobruk triples infantry-type units on defense.  Allies:  In Tobruk:  44 Inf Div, 1 Pol Car Bd, 32 Tk Bd.  East of the Front Line:  NZ Div, 4 Ind Div, 1 and 2 SA Divs, 1 Tk Bd, 4 Light,7, and 22 Arm Bd, 7 Spt, Gds Bd, 2 boxes.  Axis:  Outside Tobruk and west of the Front Line:  XXI Corps, Ariete AD, Trieste, 15 and 21 PzDivs, 90 Lt Div, Recce Gp, 3 forts total.  Allies win, if they have established a supply line into Tobruk from east.
	Battle of Gazala - 5 game-turns, beginning with Axis player-turn as normally.  Crusader Is but 6pdr anti-tank for Spt units and British and Indian brigades and 2pdr anti-tank for other infantry-type units.  Tobruk only doubles infantry-type units on defense.  Allies:  Hexline Gazala, hex SW of it and south:  50 Div, 1 & 2 SA Divs, 5 Ind Div, 1 FF Bd, 2,4 Grant, and 22 Arm Bds, 1 and 32 Tk Bds, 7 Arm Spt unit, Guards Bd, 3 IndMotBd.  1 Arm Bd arrives in east on 3rd turn.  4 boxes set up - See photo for Allied setup.  Axis:  West of Allied front line:    X and XXI Corps, Ariete AD, Trieste, 15 and 21 PzDivs, 90 Lt Div, Recce Gp, 15 Mot Bd, 3 forts.  Axis win if they take Tobruk or have unit in supply on east edge of mapboard.  Achieving both is a strategic victory.
	Mersa Matruh:
		Allies:  50, 5 Ind, and NZ Divs, 4 Lt and 22 (CrusaderI) Arm Bds, 1 and 7 Arm Spt( group)s, 3 Ind Mot Bd, 1 box on Mersa Matruh and 1 two hexes south of it.  (1 SA Div is back in Alamein, UnDisrupted, in the Alamein box.)  Axis:  Ariete and Littorio Arm Divs, Trieste Mot Div, 15 (XX+) and 21 (XX-) PzDivs. 90 Lt Div, Recce Gp.  Same Allied antitank as for Gazala.  To win, the Axis must take Mersa Matruh or bypass it.
	Battles for Alamein 6 pdr for Allied Spt units and 2pdr anti-tank for all Allied Divisions and Infantry-type Brigades – 
		1st Alamein (I Jul-I Aug 42):  Allies:  all units start stacked alone and (except 1SA Div) Disrupted:  5 Ind, 1 SA, and NZ Divs, 1 and 4 Lt Arm Bds, 1 and 7 Arm Spt, and 1 box (on el Alamein), not on westernmost mapboard edge hexes, with 2 (CrusaderI) Arm Bd entering from east on II Jul and Aus Div on I Aug.  Axis:  15. (XX+) and 21. (XX-) PzDivs, 90. Lt Div., Recce Gruppe, Ariete Arm Div, Trieste Mot Div, XXI Italian Infantry Corps entering from west.  Same antitank as for Gazala.  To win, Axis must occupy el Alamein in supply or NE Coastal Road hex (in supply or not) at the end of the game..
		Battle of Alam Halfa (I Sep-I Oct 42):  Allies:  Aus, 44, 5 Ind, 1SA, and NZ Divs, 1, 4 Lt, and 22 (CrusaderI) Arm Bds, 23 Tk Bd, 1 and 7 Arm Spt, boxes on Tel el Eisa and hex ESE of it, el Alamein, eastern Ruweisat Ridge hex, Alam Nayil, and second Alam Halfa Ridge hex.  Axis:  X and XXI Corps, Ariete and Littorio Arm Divs, Trieste Mot Div, Folgore Para Div*,15 and 21 PzDivs (both XX+), 90 Lt Div, 164 Div, Recce Gp, 15 Mot Bd, Ramcke Bd*, 3 forts.  Same antitank as for Gazala.  To win, Axis must take el Alamein or have a unit on the Coast Road east of it.
		The Battle of Alamein (II Oct 42 - II Nov 42):  Allies:  Aus, 44, 50, 51, 4 Ind, 1SA, and NZ Divs, 2 (CrusaderIII), 4 Lt, 8, 22 (CrusaderIII), and 24 Arm Bds, 23 Tk Bd, 1 and 7 Arm Spt, 1 Free French and Greek Bds, 8 Army artillery, with boxes same as Alam Halfa.  Axis:  X and XXI Corps, Ariete and Littorio Arm Divs, Trieste Mot Div, Folgore Para Div*,15 and 21 PzDivs (both XX+), 90 Lt Div, 164 Div, Recce Gp, 15 Mot Bd, Ramcke Bd*, 6 forts.  All Allied infantry type units have 6 pdr antitank.  To win, Allies must have a unit in supply on westernmost Coastal Road hex.


Playtesters:  Tor Mæhlum, Sebastian Marchesi

Sources:

Internet, for maps and orders of battle

Games:
The African Campaign, by John Edwards, JEdKo, 1971(?) – Just re-published by Compass Games.
Afrika Korps, The Avalon Hill Game Company, 1963(?) – the original North African campaign boardgame, still excellent in its way.
The Fall of Tobruk (boardgame), by Frank Chadwick, Conflict Games/Game Designers Workshop, 1975 – forgotten gem featuring tank recovery.
Operation Crusader (boardgame), by Frank Chadwick, Game Designers Workshop, 1978 – Frank’s huge, detailed masterpiece.

Books:
Atlas of the Second World War, by Peter Young, 1974.
The Battle for North Africa, by W.G.F. Jackson, 1975.
Sidi Rezeg Battles, by J.A.I Agar-Hamilton and L.C.F. Turner, 1957.
Tank Versus Tank, by Kenneth Macksey, 1991. (Excellent tank vs. tank tables, except not for early days in African campaign, strangely.)


























	TANK vs. (ANTI-)TANK COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - See Game-turn Sequence at botttom.	Anti-Tank:
Die Roll	A13		Matilda	Crusader I	Stuart		Valentine	Grant		Sherman	Crusader III	2pdr	50/6pd	88mm AT
A	B	Attkr	Defdr	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Att	Def	Def	Def	Att	Def

1	6	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AttD	AttD	AlD	AlE
2	5	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxE	AlD	AxE	AlE		AttD  		AlD
3	4	AlD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AlD	AlD	AlD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD				
4	3	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxD 	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlD	AxD
5	2	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxE	AlE	AxD	AlD	AxD	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE		
6	1	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxD	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE	AlE	AxE				
		(Disadvantaged Attacker chooses) eXchange before die roll:  Until Monty, Germans can always decline and accept D and retreat instead.  For Attacker, DefD=eXchange, AttD=AttE!  
		Anti-tank guns shoot first at one attacking armor-type unit, and get a favorable shift of 1 on the die if there is no support unit - a German panzer division base unit or British armoured support group - attacking or defending with the armor-type unit from/in the same hex.  (Italian armor divisions with their inferior tanks are considered to have no support units against anti-tank and then attack British armour/tanks with a die roll shift of 1 against them as well.)  British 2pdr antitank is in Armoured Support units until Apr42, when it upgrades to 6pdr, and all other Allied infantry-type units then get 2pdr anti-tank capability.  Starting Oct42, all Allied infantry-type units get 6pr anti-tank capability.  German units always have their respective anti-tank capabilities, as marked.  Each attacking armor unit gets to battle one defending armor unit.  Shift die roll 1 against defending Disrupted units. 

				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - See Game-turn Sequence at bottom.
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	8:1	9:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz
2	5	AE	AD	X	D1	D1	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz

4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz	Bltz
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz	Bltz
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	X	D	D1	D2	DE	DE	Bltz
			 Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Odds greater than 9:1 are rounded down to that.









GAME-TURN SEQUENCE - Note the asymmetric sequences:
	A. Axis Player-Turn Operations:
		1. Reinforcements, Replacements, and Fortification/Fort Construction.
		2. Axis Attacks before Operational Movement with immediate Blitzkrieg attacks on a Bltz combat result.  
			a. Shots by any anti-tank capable units at each "pure" armor unit attacking it - using Tank vs. (Anti-)Tank Combat Results Table.
			b. ("Pure") tank vs. tank combat, using that Table.
			c. Shots by any attacking anti-tank capable units at each "pure" defending armor unit, using that table.
			d. All still-UnDisrupted attacking units attack - using the normal Combat Results Table - unless (for Axis) the attacks are cancelled.
			e. "Newly Disrupted" markers placed on defending Allied units Disrupted in this phase.
		3. Operational Movement of as yet unused Axis units and Attack Allocations
		4. Recovery from Disruption of all Allied units in supply not being attacked and not having Newly Disrupted markers on them.
	5. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat - and immediate Blitzkrieg attacks on a Bltz
		 combat result.
.  		(5.Z:  If attacked Allied Disrupted are not re-Disrupted by a combat result, they are now Recovered from Disruption.)
			"Newly Disrupted" units remain Disrupted but have that status marker removed from them.
		6. Axis Operational Breakthrough:  Steps 3. (-1 OMF and OMB=3), and 5. (but not 4.) are repeated for German units which have not
			yet moved or attacked.  Other, Disrupted Allied units stay Disrupted.
		7. Allied Victory Determination
		8. Supply Status Determination Phase for Axis units
		9. Recovery from Disruption of all German units in supply not having Newly Disrupted markers on them.
			Then Newly Disrupted markers are removed from all Axis units, but their Disrupted units remain so.
	B. Allied Player-Turn Operations:
		1. Reinforcements, Replacements, Allied Fortification/Box Construction.  Allied Rail Movement.
		2. Allied Attacks before Operational Movement - Same sequence as for Axis.
		3. Operational Movement of as yet unused Allied units and Attack Allocations
		4. Recovery from Disruption of any Italian units not "Newly Disrupted" and not being attacked, if they are in supply.
	5. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat.
.  		(5.Z:  If attacked Italian units Disrupted in the previous game-turn are not re-Disrupted by a combat result, they are now Recovered
		 from Disruption.)  "Newly Disrupted" Axis units remain Disrupted but have that status marker removed from them.
		6. Allied  Operational Breakthrough:  Steps 3. (-1 OMF and OMB=3), and 5. (but not 4. and 5.Z) are repeated for Allied units which have
			 not yet moved or attacked.  Other, Disrupted Axis units stay Disrupted.
		7. Supply Status Determination Phase for Allied units		
		8. German Victory Determination


